Ku selectively transfers between DNA molecules with homologous ends.
Double strand break repair and V(D)J recombination in mammalian cells require the function of the Ku protein complex and the DNA-dependent protein kinase. The DNA-dependent protein kinase is targeted to DNA through its interaction with the Ku protein complex, and thus the specificity of template recognition in the repair and recombination reactions depend on Ku. We have studied Ku binding to DNA using competitive gel shift analysis. We find that Ku bound to one DNA molecule can transfer directly to another DNA molecule when the two DNA molecules have homologous ends containing a minimum of four matched bases. This remarkable reaction can give a false impression of sequence specificity of Ku DNA binding under certain assay conditions. A model is proposed for the DNA binding function of Ku on the basis of these results and the discovery of a novel type of DNA-Ku complex formed at high Ku/DNA ratios is discussed.